Industries have been impacted to varying level
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The cybersecurity plan of a North American financial services company focused on prioritized security opportunities in the
post pandemic business environment.
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responsible.

Problem maintaining the brand and trust at the individual customer and industry level, while being
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

uncontrolled fashion

Banks with exposures to attacks due to increase in digital, cloud enablement and use of AI/RPA in
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

effectiveness due to issues related to remote users

Potential delays in cyber-attack detection and response, Drop in Customer Support Quality and
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Operational Infrastructure changes to accommodate remote users and productivity potential drop.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

impersonate brands thereby misleading employees and customers

Spike in phishing attacks, spams and ransomware attacks as attackers are using COVID-19 as bait to
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Increased security risk from remote working, Areas of Unacceptable Risks e.g. Legal/Regulatory Risk

CISO Challenges

Phishing / ransomware attacks
Data Loss Prevention, remote support,
patching, Application management on
endpoint devices
Email access restrictions and
Collaboration Tools
Endpoint device hardening challenges.
Data Management Issues for
Employee/Customer data
Employee Training and Orientation /
Phishing Simulation
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Infrastructure / Tools
Business Continuity Plan, Privileged ID /
Access Management, WAF/DAM
Security controls for Data at Rest
Vulnerability Management, Data backup/
repository
Incident/Service Management
Challenges
Security Tools Implementation /
Management
SIEM / SOC Implementation & Monitoring.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

User / Endpoint

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Banking – Security Challenges

Network Infrastructure
Problem with asset discovery, inventory
and network topology mapping
Proxy / IDS / IPS Solutions.
Remote VPN Solution, Host Compliance
Check Issues
Malware / Ransomware.
Data in transit, Encryption Challenges
Network Segmentation Challenges,
Wireless Access Points / Network Access
Controls.
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Industry Response
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After-effects of Coronavirus, The New Normal
Remote work will become the new normal and companies are looking to reduce the
Infrastructure and Operational Cost
Telecommute
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Large scale remote workforce will become a reality. Organizations will enable secure, quality
remote work augmented with Nextgen security solutions, Intelligent Automation
Security Automation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rapid change in the work environment increase the attack surface, As Humans are the

weakest link in the security Controls, Endpoint Controls, Continuous Awareness trainings,
Broader Attack Surface

Automated Incident response will help reducing the impact.
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Disable file sharing, recording, and other
risky features in your tools.
Permit only users with passwords to join
meetings.
Utilize the Waiting Room feature or add an
extra layer of verification to stop
unwanted attendees from snooping.
If utilizing videoconferencing, make sure
business-sensitive information is not
visible to viewers as part of your
background.

Educate & Defend
Proactively communicate to Employees
about revised operations & Controls
Continuously educate Employees about
evolving frauds & scams methods
Update the remote work policy
Heightened Cyber security measures to
ensure data privacy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Collaboration Tools

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Security Controls

Secure & Continue
Secure Virtual Private Network (VPN)
services to create a trusted connection
between employees and organizations.
VPN services provide an additional layer
of security; in simple terms, it hides the
user’s IP address, encrypts data transfers
in transit and masks the user’s location.
Enable Host Checker while allowing users
to connect to the office network.
Restrict remote workers from accessing
malicious sites by enabling Cloud proxy.
Tools for IT to provide remote extended
support in secure manner.
Multi factor Authentication to avoid any
malicious access to the Office
environment
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/ Assessments

Create awareness among employees
about data security policies.
Strengthen your human firewall by
training and phishing your users.
Create employee awareness on how to
respond to cyber frauds.
Reassess your security policies.
Ensure that all important security controls
can be assessed for remote work.

Risk & Compliance

Build info-security controls (PII, PCI, etc.) to
enable global delivery / remote working
Refresh cyber-security guidelines to
employees
Plan for alternative delivery sites to
reduce risks if pandemic escalates
Understand how changes to security
measures affect legal compliance for
data protection.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Security Awareness

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Banking – Security Challenges

Tech & Operations

Restricted Email access from approved
devices with Multi factor Authentication
and Device Management
Modify your Incident Management
processes accordingly.
24x7 Security Monitoring
Use automated Incident Response tools
to detect and contain incidents in real
time.
Modify your Incident Management
processes accordingly.
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Collaborate and build new digital solutions
to support customers

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Security Services
Assist in strengthening the Security Tools
Implementation & Monitoring

Consulting

Security Solutions

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Secure Solutions

Automation
Assess and build new automation to
improve faster remediation

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How can we collaborate?

Risk & Compliance
Assess and implement new Controls to
reduce the Risk for the Organization

Automation

Effective Controls

SLK is equipped and would like to collaborate to strengthen the response to the situation
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Assessment Services
Vulnerability Assessment & Penetration
Testing Services
Risk Assessment
Application Security Testing
Gap Assessment / Assurance /
Preparation Audit for ISO/PCI
Third party Audit / Physical Security
Assessment / IT Generic Controls Audit
GDPR / CCPA / PDPA
Business Continuity Planning, Preparation
and Testing

Information Security Managed
Services

Compliance Management
DLP Operations Management
Endpoint Lifecycle Management
Integrated Vulnerability Management,
Security Hardening
Network Security/ EMail / Cloud Security
Management
Awareness Trainings & Phishing
Simulation

Art of the Innovation
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+

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Information Security

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SLK Cybersecurity - Offerings

Information Security

Operations Management
AV / EDR
Firewall / IPS
Web Security
DLP / WAF / DAM
SOC / NOC Monitoring

Art of the Pragmatism
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About SLK
At SLK Software, we recognize the speed at which the world is transforming, the
impact it creates and the opportunity it offers our customers. We are at the forefront
of guiding and partnering with our customers through their transformation in order
to maximize its value. We believe in the power of simplification and automation as a
means to offer a whole new experience.

Our Consulting Team
SLK believes in ensuring continuous growth of customers by inspiring and empowering
them to be the best in delivering solutions to meet global IT challenges. To further this
mission, SLK is equipped with high quality BFSI Consulting Group supported by an
experienced Business and IT research team.
The team leverages industry experts, expert articles, analyst firms like Gartner, Forrester,
IDC, Celent, Aite among others to bring you industry insights, trends, best practices
and also proposes strategies for innovation and transformation.
This research focuses on the impact of Covid-19 on Insurance services in North America
and the various ways in which the industry is dealing with it.

Strong today. Stronger tomorrow.
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Disclaimer
This document is prepared by SLK Software based on its professional
assessment of the current events and impact. The document is intended to
give the user a generic perspective of the impact of the current event and is
does not take into account or is not an assessment of the user’s business or
any circumstances that are specific to the user’s business. SLK Software
disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability

SLK America Inc.
525 Vine St. Suite 2300,
Cincinnati, OH 45202 USA
Singapore | Netherlands | India | UK | Germany | France

for the accuracy and completeness of the information and its applicability or
fitness for a specific purpose or the ability of the user to rely upon it as
professional advice. SLK Software does not provide any professional advise on
legal, regulatory, audit, or tax matters.
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